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Abstract This article presents a review of liquid chroma-
tography-mass spectrometric (LC-MS) methods applied to
the determination of lipid-regulating agents, “fibrate” and
“statin” classes, and some of their metabolites (clofibric acid
and fenofibric acid) in environmental samples. Concentra-
tion levels of this therapeutical group have been reported in
the ppt to ppb range for different compartments (wastewater,
surface water and sediments) in several monitoring studies.
Part of this article is dedicated to hazard assessment of lipid-
regulating agents according to the approaches of the
European Union (EU) and Environmental Protection Agen-
cy (EPA) for identifying persistent, bioaccumulable and
toxic (PBT) substances. The pharmacodynamic and phar-
macokinetic activities of these pharmaceuticals are well
known and, based on this information, the derivation of the
potential long-term effects, which may be induced on eco-
organisms at low concentration levels, is discussed. Studies
of environmental risk assessment (ERA) for lipid regulators
carried out through the framework of the European Agency
for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products (EMEA) and Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) are presented.
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Introduction

Different therapeutical groups of pharmaceuticals present in
the environment have been the focus of attention for some
time due to the fact that they are designed to produce

biological responses and because of their high production
and consumption. Antibiotics, antineoplastics or hormones
are of concern due to their effects on bacteria, cells or their
high potential activity. Other examples include medicines
of high consumption such as non-steroidal anti-inflamma-
tory drugs (NSAID), beta-blockers and antidepressants.
Several survey studies have shown the presence of
pharmaceuticals and their metabolites in the environment.
In the mid-1970s, clofibric acid (the bioactive metabolite of
certain serum triglyceride-lowering pharmaceuticals) was
detected in a groundwater reservoir that was refilled with
treated sewage water [1]. Since then, several monitoring
studies have been carried out showing the detection of
pharmaceuticals in water and sediments, at concentration
levels of ppt or low ppb [2–7].

Due to high persistence and widespread occurrence of
lipid-regulating agents in aquatic environments, their presence
in drinkingwater has also been reported in some studies [4, 8–
12]. Examples related to the “fibrate” class of the lipid
regulators are the detection of clofibric acid (low ng/L to
270 ng/L), bezafibrate (27 ng/L) or gemfibrozil (70 ng/L) [9,
13, 14]. In contrast to the extensive information related to the
fibrate class in the environment, very few papers have been
published reporting the presence of pharmaceuticals belong-
ing to the “statin” class (cholesterol-reducing agents). Both
classes are some of the most prescribed therapeutic groups
(the first top-selling prescription group of pharmaceuticals in
the USA during 2003) [15]. Available data for the statin class
refers to the detection of atorvastatin (Lipitor) in wastewater
(1–117 ng/L) and in rivers at low ng/L [6, 16]. Regarding the
detection of metabolites of this group of pharmaceuticals in
the environment, several publications have reported the
detection of clofibric acid [2, 5, 17–21] but scarce data (i.e.
fenofibric acid) [2, 7, 8] or no information is available for
other metabolites.
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Chemical analyses for the fibrate and statin classes have
been performed with liquid chromatography-mass spec-
trometry (LC-MS/MS) in most publications [16–30]. The
application of this technique has enabled the detection of
trace concentration levels of these pharmaceuticals in
different aqueous matrices and soil samples. In particular,
for the measurement of highly contaminated samples
(wastewater or sewage effluents), several approaches for
reliable quantitative analysis have been described including
efficient clean-up steps, dilutions of extracts or the use of
appropriate surrogate standards [25].

The “chemical-based” analysis and the water quality
evaluation have been the main focus of interest; however,
the “ecologically based” quality assessment is also receiv-
ing special attention. The available ecotoxicity data of
pharmaceuticals in the environment is still limited. Acute
toxicity data are typically reported in the mg/L range for
most of the tested pharmaceuticals [31–35]. Given the
levels of concentration detected in the environment (at least
3 orders of magnitude below), this would indicate which
that acute toxicity should not be expected on organisms of
the ecosystem. A major concern and difficulty rely on the
assessment whether there could be significant environmen-
tal damage with regard to long-term effects, since chronic
toxicity data is lacking in most cases.

This article presents a review of LC-MS analysis applied
to the fibrate and statin classes as well as their metabolites,
and their occurrence in the environment. The hazard
assessment of the lipid regulator agents according the
European Union (EU) and Environmental Protection Agen-
cy (EPA) approaches for identifying PBT (persistent,
bioaccumulable and toxic) substances is also discussed.
The pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic activities of
these pharmaceuticals are well known, and based on this
information, the derivation of the potential long-term effects
which may be induced on organisms of the ecosystem at low
concentration levels, is discussed. Environmental risk
assessment (ERA) studies of lipid regulators carried out
through regulatory schemes by EMEA (European Agency
for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products) and Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) are presented.

LC-MS analysis

Although some gas chromatography-mass spectrometric
(GC-MS)-based methods have been developed for the
determination of lipid regulators [19, 36–38] in environ-
mental samples, the polar character of many of them
demands the application of labourious and time-consuming
derivatization procedures. In fact, most of the analytical
methods published in the literature are based on the use of
LC-MS systems. Although atmospheric pressure chemical

ionization (APCI) is generally regarded as a robust
ionization technique and less susceptible to signal suppres-
sion effects, electrospray ionization (ESI) has been pre-
ferred in most methods developed for the analysis of lipid
regulators. The ESI interface has been regarded as more
versatile than APCI. The ESI interface is able to ionize
extremely polar/non-volatile molecules, sometimes difficult
for APCI, but also offers a high sensitivity (up to 10-fold
higher than the APCI interface), which allows trace
determination of pharmaceuticals in environmental samples
[39]. The selection of negative ionization (NI) mode has
been the starting point for most of acidic pharmaceuticals
and positive-ion (PI) mode for the lactone compounds (i.e.
lovastatin, simvastatin and mevastatin) of the statin group
[6]. However, in some cases positive-ion mode has yielded
better results, such as for fenofibrate [23, 39], atorvastatin
[6] or bezafibrate [39].

LC separation of lipid regulators using a narrow-bore
C18 column (2-mm i.d.) and the use of methanol or
acetonitrile as organic mobile phase have been the optimal
conditions which have enabled a better resolution and
shorter retention times. Mobile phase additives for adjust-
ing the pH and/or to enhance ionization, such as ammoni-
um acetate or methylammonium acetate, have been
common. The use of ion-pair liquid chromatography IP-
LC with tri-n-butylamine (TrBA) as ion-pairing agent has
allowed improvements in the detection limits by a factor of
2 for acidic pharmaceuticals. The result of addition of
alkylammonium cations for strongly acidic compounds (i.e.
sulfonates and phosphonates), has been attributed as the
cause of the increasing response observed [39].

The formation of adduct ions to improve method
sensitivity in ESI-MS detection has also been assayed by
Miao and Metcalfe [6, 16], who reported the use of
methylammonium acetate as mobile phase additive to
obtain the precursor ion [M+CH3NH3]

+ for lovastatin,
pravastatin and simvastatin. Atorvastatin was also investi-
gated in this study, but the methylammonium adduct for
this compound showed very low signal intensity. The mass
analyzers, triple quadrupole or ion trap, have been
successfully applied to the analysis of environmental
samples, allowing the discrimination against matrix inter-
ference and achieving the sufficient sensitivity. The
developed methods published in the literature, enable the
analysis of lipid regulators at concentration levels up to
low-ng/L (see Table 1). The sensitivity is achieved with
previous enrichment of the analytes by solid-phase extrac-
tion (SPE) of the samples, allowing the determination of
lipid regulators in natural or dinking water where trace
concentrations may be detected.

With a triple quadrupole mass analyzer, multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) has been carried out for the selective
determination and quantification of lipid regulators in
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environmental samples. For statin compounds (simvastatin,
lovastatin and pravastatin), the product ion mass spectra of
the adduct [M+CH3NH3]

+, typically show an abundant
fragmentation with common fragments at m/z 199, 267, 269
and 285. The dominant loss processes are the loss of
CH3NH2 and the ester side-chain followed by dehydration
and dissociation of the lactone moiety [40]. According to

the characteristic fragment ions and the signal intensity, the
selected reaction monitoring (SRM) transitions are
436→285 (lovastatin), 456→269 (pravastatin) and
450→199 (simvastatin). The most sensitive mass transition
for atorvastatin is from m/z 559 to 440. A major cleavage
occurs at both sides of carbonyl group, with benzyl ring A
as neutral loss, generating the product ion at m/z 440 from

Table 1 LC-MS methods for the determination of lipid regulating agents in environmental samples

Compounds Matrix Sample
pretreatment

Extraction
method

LC
column

Mobile phase MS LOD/
LOQ
(ng/L)

Ref.

Atorvastatin, lovastatin,
pravastatin, simvastatin,
mevastatin

Surface
and WW

pH 4.5 SPE/HLB/
MeOH

C18 Aq.methylamine/
aq.HAc/ACN

LC-ESI
(+)-MS/
MS

0.1–15.4 [16]

Gemfibrozil, clofibric acid River
sediments

– UASE/SPE/
MCX

C18 Aq. HAc/ACN LC-APCI
(−)-MS/
MS

0.4* [22]

Bezafibrate, gemfibrozil,
clofibric acid, fenofibrate

Surface
and WW

pH 2.8 SPE/C18/
MeOH

C18 ACN/water LC-ESI
(+/−)-
MS/MS

50–1250 [23]

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid Surface
and WW

pH 2.0–2.5 SPE/HLB/
MeOH

Phenyl-
hexyl

Aq. HAc, TrBA/MeOH
HAc, TrBA

IP-LC-
ESI(−)-
MS/MS

0.3–2.1 [17]

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid WW pH 1.5–2.0 SPE/MCX/
MeOH/NH3/
NaOH)

C8 Aq.TEA(pH 8)/ACN LC-ESI
(−)-MS/
MS

0.1–0.36 [18]

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid WW pH 2.0 LPME Phenyl-
hexyl

20% MeOH, HAc,
TrBA/95% MeOH
HAc, TrBA

IP-LC-
ESI(−)-
MS/MS

0.5–1.8 [41]

Fenofibrate, bezafibrate,
clofibric acid

Surface
and WW

pH 3.0 SPE/MCX/
MeOH:NH3

C18 Aq. NH4Ac/MeOH LC-ESI
(+/−)-
MS/MS

5–10 [39]

Atorvastatin Surface
and WW

pH 4.0 SPE/HLB/
MeOH

C18 Aq. NH4Ac/ACN LC-ESI
(+)-MS/
MS

[6]

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid Sludge – USE/SPE/
MCX

C18 Aq. HAc/ACN LC-APCI
(−)-MS/
MS

20* [24]

Bezafibrate, gemfibrozil,
clofibric acid

Surface
water

pH 2.0 SPE/LiChrolut
EN/MeOH

C18 Aq. formic acid/ACN/
MeOH

LC-ESI
(+/−)-
MS/MS

6–18 [46]

Gemfibrozil Surface
and WW

pH 2.0 SPE/LiChrolut
EN/MeOH:
Acet.

C18 Aq. formic acid/ACN LC-ESI
(−)-MS

56 [27]

Bezafibrate, gemfibrozil Surface
and WW

pH 3.0 SSPE/C18
+HLB/
MeOH:Acet

C18 Aq. acetic acid/ACN LC-ESI
(−)-MS

2 [29]

Bezafibrate, gemfibrozil WW pH 2.0 SPE/C18/
MeOH

C18 Aq. NH4Ac/MeOH/
ACN

LC-ESI
(−)-MS/
MS

5–10 [42]

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid Surface
water

pH 2.0 SPE/C18/
MeOH

C18 Aq. NH4Ac/MeOH LC-ESI
(+/−)-
MS/MS

0.2–0.7 [26]

UASE ultrasound-assisted solvent extraction; WW wastewater
*ng g−1
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the precursor ion [M+H]+. In the PI mode, the transition
chanel 559→440 is approximately 10 times more sensitive
than the NI mode with the transition channel 557→397.
Statins can be unstable under conditions of high or low
pH, leading to interconversion processes between acid and
lactone forms and making the quantitation less accurate.
However, within the typical period between sample
storage and analysis (24 h), the observed variation is
around 10%.

For fibrate compounds, MS/MS detection provides
enough structural information for a reliable determination.
The product ion spectrum for most of fibrate compounds
shows at least two fragments ions. For instance, the
metabolite clofibric acid shows a major and a minor
fragment ion at m/z 127 and 85, respectively. The former
ion is formed by the loss of the dimethyl-propionic acid
group; the latter ion, [C4H5O2]

−, also remains in the product
ion spectrum of bezafibrate and results from the ether
fission. In addition, the product ion mass spectrum of
[M−H]− for bezafibrate show two fragment ions at m/z 274,
[M−H−C4H6O2]

− and 154, [M−H−C12H14O3]
−. The ion at

m/z 274 corresponds to the ether cleavage and the formation
of a phenolic anion [41]. Thus, the confirmation and
quantitation of bezafibrate is possible by the monitoring of
three transitions [42]. MS/MS fragmentation of gemfibrozil
gives only one ion product at m/z 121, [M−H−C7H12O2]

−,
which is formed by the loss of the dimethyl-pentanoic acid
group. In this way, the determination in water samples is
performed using the MRM transition 249→121. Under ESI
in PI mode, MS/MS fragmentations of [M+H]+ ions for
fenofibrate and bezafibrate have been assayed. For bezafi-
brate, ESI(+) and ESI(−) ionisation mode show similar
sensitivity, whereas ESI(+) gave a higher sensitivity for MS
detection of fenofibrate. The MS/MS ions used for
confirmation and quantitation are m/z 316 and 276,
respectively [39]. The MS/MS spectrum of fenofibrate
shows a major fragment ion at m/z 233 [C13H10ClO2]

+

and a second ion product at m/z 139, which is used for
confirmation purposes [39].

Matrix effects

Matrix effects are a major drawback for quantitative trace
determination of analytes in environmental samples by LC-
MS systems, since reproducibility and accuracy of the
method can be affected. Signal suppression or, less
frequently, signal enhancement, can originate from co-
eluting compounds arising from the matrix. Although LC-
MS/MS systems are selective techniques, interferences may
affect the ionization efficiency of the analytes when both
enter into the ion source at the same time and can also
induce to the loss of sensitivity. To reduce matrix effects in
LC-MS analysis, different approaches have been presented

e.g. optimization of chromatographic conditions, sample
extraction and effective clean-up steps [6, 16, 23].

Matrix effect and its intensity are dependent on the
sample complexity and the method of extraction applied.
SPE has been commonly used for the extraction and clean
up of liquid samples, but this procedure also concentrates
the matrix components and signal suppression may be
observed, in particular, with the ESI interface. The
extraction efficiency of different sorbents and its relation-
ship with matrix effects have been evaluated using various
SPE cartridges (polymeric HLB, Bond Elute C8 and DSC-
18). The comparison of four major statin drugs showed
better extraction efficiency with C18 silica sorbents than
with HLB sorbent (ca. 20%), but severe signal suppression
was also observed in LC-MS analysis. In this way, HLB
sorbent, which provided similar recoveries to silica-based
sorbents, has been the choice for the analysis of complex
matrices, such as raw wastewater in various studies [6, 16].
The SPE stationary phase, Oasis MCX (mixed mode
sorbent) has also been applied by some authors as a
selective extraction approach to reduce matrix effects. This
sorbent contains sulfonate groups bonded to Oasis HLB co-
polymer to provide both strong cation exchange (for basic
compounds) and reversed-phase capacity (for acidic and
neutral compounds) [6, 17]. As result, acidic compounds
can be efficiently extracted at low pH values (e.g. clofibric
acid and bezafibrate at 76–81%, respectively), while for
other compounds, such as fenofibrate, low recovery has
been obtained (36%) with Oasis MCX sorbent.

Alternative extraction strategies to SPE, such as hollow
fibre liquid-phase microextraction (LPME), have also been
applied as a one-step concentration/clean-up technique with
the aim to not lead to signal suppression during LC-ESI-
MS/MS analysis [41]. The three-phase LPME system has
shown the capacity for providing high selectivity for the
extraction of acidic compounds and clean extracts. How-
ever negligible, matrix effects can occur for complex
matrices (raw water) due to alterations in the partitioning
process of the analyte with the acceptor solution. The
LPME technique is proposed as a good alternative to other
extraction/clean-up technique, but still needs to be im-
proved on precision for more reliable results.

The use of size-exclusion processes as a clean-up step to
reduce matrix components in wastewater samples has been
evaluated [43]. Restricted access materials (RAMs) are
sorbents able to exclude high molecular weight materials
with a nominal mass above 15 kDa. The application of
RAMs has been effective for the analysis of groundwater
and sediments, reducing matrix effects due to humic
substances. The result obtained in the analysis of pharma-
ceuticals in wastewater samples is different, where matrix
effects have been attributed to the presence of matrix
interferences of low molecular weight (<1 kDa) [43]. The
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same authors also investigated the reduction of the eluent
flow that is delivered to the ESI interface. This approach is
proposed on the basis that the amount of organic material
that requires ionization at a given period of time can be
minimized. In addition, the reduced droplet size which
provides an increased droplet surface may minimize
competitive processes of desolvation and ionization be-
tween analytes and matrix interferences. In this study,
eluent flows from 20 to 100 μL/min were selected as the
optimum for reducing matrix effect (45–60%), especially
for bezafibrate. Furthermore, the authors also achieved
improved sensitivity for some of the analytes tested
(benzothiazoles) by reducing the eluent flow [43].

To compensate matrix effects in the quantitative analy-
sis, the use of appropriate internal standards, standard
addition or matrix-matched samples for external calibration,
have been frequently proposed [6, 16, 23]. The use of
internal standard is limited in practice, since isotopically
labelled standards are not always available. A mayor
disadvantage of standard addition is the labourious and
time-consuming procedure involving addition into each
sample. The preparation of calibration curves obtained with
spiked wastewater extracts and the dilution of the SPE
extracts have been presented as reliable alternatives [6, 17,
23]. Concentration of interfering substances can provoke
severe ion suppression effects. For that, dilution of the SPE
extracts has been proposed as an effective approach to
reduce matrix effects [23].

Some authors [17] have described a clear tendency of
decreasing signal suppression with increasing LC retention
time. Severe signal suppression in early-eluting compounds
(i.e. acidic compounds) can be associated to moderately
polar matrix compounds, whereas the late-eluting analytes
can be affected by compounds with hydrophobic character.
For instance, signal reduction of 38–54% has been
described for early-eluting analytes such as gemfibrocil,
clofibric acid and bezafibrate in sewage treatment plant
(STP) effluents [23]. For more complex matrices, such as
STP influent, signal suppression may be even pronounced
for late-eluting compounds. An example is fenofibrate with
a signal reduction of up to 60%. For those cases, the
dilution of SPE extracts (i.e. 1:2, 1:4) has shown to be an
effective procedure to reduce matrix effects, but also a
decreasing of sensitivity can be observed when SPE
extracts are prepared at a superior dilution factor [23].
The influence of electrolytes may also be a cause of analyte
signal suppression, since these can inhibit ionization, to a
large degree by limiting desolvation. For this reason, low
concentrations of additives are recommended; furthermore,
this it can reduce ESI cleaning times.

For the analysis of solid samples, USE (ultrasound
solvent extraction) or PLE (pressurized liquid extraction)
methods have been applied combined with an additional

clean-up or purification steps, mainly with SPE procedures.
Few studies have been reported related to the enhancement
of analyte signal in LC-MS analysis. Löffler et al. [22]
observed this effect in the determination of acid pharma-
ceuticals (ketoprofen, naproxen and bezafibrate) in river
sediment extracts. To compensate the over-determination,
they make use of surrogate labelled standard, but the
method was not effective for all analytes [17, 22]. The
quantitative analysis of bezafibrate using internal standard
was not reliable. In this case, the enhancement of signal
was observed using the APCI interface [22].

Occurrence

Presence of lipid regulators in natural waters is a conse-
quence of the high human consumption and persistence
against conventional biological treatments applied in STPs.
Complete elimination by STPs is not usually achieved and
removal rates through conventional treatments for gemfi-
brozil, bezafibrate and metabolites (clofibric acid and
fenofibric acid) have been published in percentages lower
than 50% [7]. Clofibric acid is eliminated at 15 to 51%
[44]. For other compounds, although total elimination can
be achieved, their metabolites or degradation products
could be not removed. This is the case for fenofibrate,
whose metabolite, fenofibric acid, is partially removed
(64%) [2]. As a consequence of the incomplete elimination
in STPs, receiving water may be potentially contaminated.
Lipid regulators have been found in different environmental
compartments. Table 2 summarizes the data of occurrence
of these compounds detected in wastewater, surface water
and sediments.

Several monitoring programs have been carried out at
STPs in different European countries during the recent
years for the screening of pharmaceuticals in effluents [2–7,
17, 18]. In these studies, the compounds of the fibrate class
have been more frequently detected in STP effluents than
other pharmaceuticals such as the statin class. For this class,
data referring to the detection of atorvastatin, lovastatin and
pravastatin in effluents are scarce and no data is available
concerning their removal in STPs. The concentrations
detected in a survey study in Canada were 1–59 ng/L in
treated wastewater; in only one surface water sample was
atorvastatin found at low concentration level (1 ng/L).
Regarding the fibrate class, concentrations up to 4 μg/L of
gemfibrozil and bezafibrate have been reported in monitor-
ing programs located in Germany and Italy. The average
concentration of bezafibrate in STP effluents, in Germany,
was 2.2 μg/L [2, 7]. A pilot survey study carried out in
other European countries (Belgium, Spain and Slovenia) for
the determination of pharmaceuticals, published the detec-
tion of clofibric acid in natural and treated waters at trace
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Table 2 Occurrence of lipid regulators in the environment

Lipid regulator agents Wastewater (ng/L) Natural water (ng/L) Ref

Range/max. conc Average conc. Range/max. conc. Average conc.

Atorvastatin 37 1 (river) n.d. [6, 16]
22.4 – [6]

Lovastatin 14 n.d. [6, 16]
Pravastatin 59 n.d. [6, 16]
Simvastatin 1 n.d. [6, 16]
Mevastatin
Bezafibrate 565 847 (lake) [17]

0.3–117 [18]
20–70 [42]
68–72 70 [47]

780 (river) [46]
<LOD–1,100 1,050 [7]
<LOD–1,070 990 [5]

41–76 (river) 51 [29]
4,600 3,100 (river, streams) [2]

1.6–12.5 (river) [26]
2,200 [2, 7]

4,600 3,100 [3]
1.6–202.7 [4]

Gemfibrozil 35–55 [42]
59–84 71 [47]
319–1,200 <LOD–1,550 (river) [27]
0.84–4.76 1–170 (river) [20]
<LOD–2,450 600 250 [7]
40–4,760 1,510 [5]

<LOD–790 48 [28]
80–2,090 410 [37]
1,500 510 [3]
80–478 3.9–35.3 (river) [38]

7–400 [2, 7]
Fenofibrate n.d–160 120 [5]

30 n.d [2]
380 [2, 7]

30 n.d. [3]
Clofibrate n.d.–800 800 [5]

n.d. n.d. [2]
Clofibric Acid 109 279 (lake) [17]

0.5–82
n.d.–60 5–25 [18]

n.d. [19]
680–880 110 90 [20]
n.d.–680 456 [7]
44–338 [5]
1,600 550 (river, streams) [21]

[2]
1,600 550 [3]
<LOD–740 310 [37]
22–107 24–35 [45]

Fenofibric acid 220–400 70 <LOD–540 60 [7]
1,200 280 [3]

n.d. not detected
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concentration levels. Clofibric acid was found at maximum
concentrations of approximately 100 ng/L in effluents and
low ppt levels in rivers (24–35 ng/L) [45]. In France,
higher concentration levels of bezafibrate were detected in
rivers (780 ng/L) [46]. This study showed that in urbanized
river basins, pharmaceuticals could heavily contribute to
the whole water quality deterioration together with other
organic wastewater contaminants (personal care products,
disinfectants and surfactants). In Canada, bezafibrate and
gemfibrozil were detected at average concentrations of
70 ng/L in effluents [47] .The concentrations of clofibric
acid in STPs effluents were at a maximum of 76 ng/L and
of 175 ng/L in surface water adjacent to discharges of STP
effluents [6, 16]. These follow-up studies indicated that
concentrations of acidic and neutral drugs in surface waters
near the point of sewage discharge into the river were
approximately equal or even higher than the concentrations
in the final effluent from the STP included in this
monitoring program [48].

The compiled data indicate that the fibrate compounds
and metabolites more frequently detected in both wastewa-
ter and river are bezafibrate, fenofibrate and clofibric acid
compared to the other compounds of this group. On the
other hand, to date, information regarding their detection in
sediments or in soils is limited [7]. Clofibric acid has been
one of the most common pharmaceutical residues found in
effluents of STPs. For example, clofibric acid was detected
in earlier investigations of drug residues [1, 7] at the μg/L
range. There are also multiple references to the presence of
clofibric acid in groundwater and drinking water, since it is
frequently included in pharmaceutical screening programs
[4, 8–11]. Heberer and Stan found clofibric acid in the
majority of drinking water samples collected from 14
waterworks in the Berlin area, with maximum concentra-
tions of 270 ng/L. This fact was related to an artificial
groundwater enrichment process [12]. However, positive
findings of clofibric acid have decrease in the recent years,
probably because of the increasing use of alternative parent
drugs (bezafibrate and gemfibrozil) [49]. Besides clofibric
acid, reports of the presence of other metabolites, e.g.
fenofibric acid, in wastewater and surface water have been
scarce [2, 7]; one occurrence in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) has
been reported but no other literature evidence has been
found.

PBT characteristics and environmental risk assessment

EU and EPA approaches for identifying PBT substances

In addition to persistent organic pollutants (POPs), sub-
stances which show a PBT profile are also of particular
concern. If a substance is persistent (or its rate of release is

higher than its rate of disappearance) and bioaccumulable,
the duration and level of exposure of living organisms
increases, and could lead to irreversible effects, probably
difficult to detect in the early stages. Another aspect is
related to the exposure of organisms towards a substance at
low levels of concentrations, since it could lead to chronic
effects. To prioritize the hazard level of chemicals, various
PBT criteria and cut-off values have been applied by
organisations such as the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), Oslo/Paris Convention for the Protec-
tion of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic
(OSPAR), US EPA, EU or the UK Chemicals Stakeholder
Forum [50–54]. Using the PBT criteria of EU and EPA
approaches, the hazard posed by the lipid-regulating agents
has been evaluated. Table 3 shows the cut-off values for
identifying PBT substances which have been applied by the
EU Water FrameWork Directive [55] and by OSPAR, as
well as those criteria applied by the EPA. For the hazard
assessment of lipid regulators, available data concerning
their acute and chronic toxicity, as well as persistence, have
been compiled from scientific publications. It should be
noted that experimental data of PBT properties for these
compounds are scarce and this data has been completed
using a predictive model. For that reason, PBT Profiler
software developed by the EPA has been used. This tool is
a predictive screening tool which facilitates the identifica-
tion of substances which may need further evaluation due
to their potential PBT characteristics [56]. The PBT Profiler
uses a chronic (long-term) toxicity value called ChV to
estimate a chemical’s relative toxicity for fish following the
quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) model
through ECOSAR software. The ChV value corresponds to
the geometric mean of the lowest observed effect concen-
tration (LOEC) and the non-observed effect concentration
(NOEC). The half-life for degradation of a chemical in
water, soil and sediment is determined using the biodegra-
dation survey module of the BIOWIN estimation program
[57]. Bioaccumulation is estimated through BCFWIN
logKow -based estimation program [58]. BIOWIN,
BCFWIN and ECOSAR subprograms are part of the EPA’s
EPIWIN estimation software package [59–62].

Persistence

At present, little data is available on the persistence of
pharmaceuticals in the aquatic environment, and in partic-
ular in sediments [63]. This information could be obtained
using a combination of experimental investigations (OECD,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
guidance 301 and 308) [64, 65]. For instance, studies based
on laboratory degradation tests in water/sediment systems
have shown which some pharmaceuticals can persist a long
time in water and sediments (>100 days) [66], but these
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experiments can be costly and time consuming. An
alternative approach is to use predictive models developed
using factors related to chemical structure or environmental
conditions [67]. The vast majority of publications deal with
quantitative structure–biodegradation relationships
(QSBRs), which rely on octanol/water partition coefficients
(Kow), van der Wall’s radii, alkaline (abiotic) hydrolysis rate
constants and various molecular connectivity indices. The
application of these models could be limited to a very
specific class, and could be inappropriate for predicting the
biodegradation rates for chemicals outside a determined
class. The PBT Profiler estimates the half-life for the
degradation of a chemical in water, soil and sediments by
using the biodegradation survey module of the BIOWIN
estimation program [57]. With PBT Profiler, for most of the
target lipid regulators, the average half-life in soil (75–
120 days) and sediments (340–540 days) exceed the EPA
criteria of ≥2 months and ≤6 months, respectively. Similar
DT50 values were also obtained for the metabolites,
clofibric acid and fenofibric acid, in soil and sediments.
By applying EU criteria for sediments, all target com-
pounds could be classified as “very persistent” (vP, DT50

>180 days) with the exception of pravastatin and lovastatin.
On the other hand, given the rate of adsorption (Koc) of
simvastatin, estimated as 8,400, should also indicate that
simvastatin is expected to be immobile in soil [68].
Therefore, most of fibrate and statin compounds are
expected to be persistent in sediments. The half-life
(DT50) values of lipid-regulating agents in water, soil and
sediments are shown in Table 4.

In water, the half-lives of fenofibrate, bezafibrate and
atorvastatin exceed the EPA criteria of ≥2 months and
subsequently they could be identified as persistents. The
rest of the compounds did not exceed the cut-off values to

be classified as persistents. Using EU criteria, atorvastatin,
bezafibrate, fenofibrate, clofibric acid and fenofibric acid
are expected to be persistent, since they exceed the cut-off
value of DT50 water >60 days.

On the other hand, due to the continuous input of
pharmaceuticals into the environment, they could to be
considered as “pseudo-persistents”, even if the environ-
mental half-life of pharmaceuticals is not relatively great. In
addition, the metabolites of pharmaceuticals and early
degradation products can also be of environmental concern,
such as in the case of lipid regulators, clofibrate, etofibrate
and fenofibrate, in which their polar metabolites, clofibric
acid and fenofibric acid, are detected. In the case of the
statin class, the major metabolites are hydroxylated and
hydroxyacid derivatives, but to our knowledge, there is no
data reporting the detection of their metabolites in the
environment. For the pharmaceuticals which are highly
metabolized (e.g. atorvastatin) and therefore poorly excret-
ed, it should be noted that a negative correlation may occur,
i.e. having a low degradability in the environment, such as
in the case of clofibrate and clofibric acid.

Bioaccumulation

Wastewater and sewage sludge are the major vectors for the
entry of these compounds into the environment, and this will
depend on their physico-chemical properties. The most
widely accepted measure of bioaccumulation is the bio-
concentration factor (BCF), but in the absence of BCF
values, the bioaccumulation potential may be indicated from
logKow values. Another alternative to the measured values
of BCF, is the use of predictive models such as quantitative
structure–property relationship (QSPR)-based models [69]
or by the use of molecular connectivity indices and polarity

Table 3 Cut-off values for identify PBT substances according EU and EPA guidelines

PBT criteria Persistence Bioaccumulation Toxicity

EU PBT criteria Half-life >60 days in marine water BCF >2,000 Chronic NOEC<0.01 mg/L or CMR or endocrine-
disrupting effects>40 days in freshwater

>180 days in marine sediments
>120 days in freshwater sediments

EU vPvB
criteria

Half-life >60 days in marine or
freshwater

BCF >5,000 Not applicable

>180 days in marine or freshwater sediments
EPA criteria ≥60 days (persistent) BCF ≥1,000

(bioaccumulative)
>10 mg/L, low concern

>180 days (very persistent) BCF >5,000 (very
bioaccumulative)

0.1–10 mg/L, moderate concern

<0.1 mg/L, high concern

BCF bioconcentration factor
NOEC no observed effect concentration:
vPvB very persistent and very bioaccumulable
CMR carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic to reproduction
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correction factors [70] The PBT Profiler estimates a BCF
based on a chemical’s physical and chemical properties
using the SRC’s BCFWIN estimation program [58]. In the
PBT/vPvB (very persistent and very bioaccumulable)
criteria defined in the Technical Guidance Document
(TGD) [71], the B and vB triggers are BCF=2,000 and
5,000, respectively, which while related to Kow , indicate
that a substance may be bioaccumulated when logKow >3.
For this therapeutic group, data of logKow were available
for most of the target compounds [72–75] of this study with
the exception of pravastatin. The logKow values exceed the
EU and EPA criteria (logKow values >3 and >4, respective-
ly), indicating that most of them show high lipo-affinity and
therefore, the process of transference into cells and
bioaccumulation would be favoured [52, 54]. However,
using the PBT Profiler, the estimated BCF values obtained
[56], were of 3.2 for bezafibrate, gemfibrozil, clofibric acid
and fenofibric acid and >100 for clofibrate (BCF=120) and
fenofibrate (BCF=290). In the statin class, BCF values of
800 (using a logKow value of 4.68) and 2,000 were
calculated for simvastatin and fluvastatin, respectively
[67]. Thus, fluvastatin is the only pharmaceutical of this
group which meets the EU and EPA criteria and would be
considered as bioaccumulable. The BCF value for lovastat-
in and mevastatin was of 380 and 220, respectively, and
atorvastatin is not expected to be bioaccumulable
(BCF=56).

The only compound with lower a logKow value (2.5) is
clofibric acid, and could be considered as a compound with
low lipophilic character and low sorption potential in soil or
sediments. This characteristic would be associated with
diffusion processes of clofibric acid from soil, or activated
sludge toward water compartments, since it is absorbed in
soil particulates in a very small proportion [76].

Toxicity

Most of the studies dedicated to assess the hazard posed by
pharmaceuticals in the environment have been based on
acute toxicity data. Pharmaceuticals occur in the environ-
ment at very low concentrations and for short exposure
times which might not show acute toxicity effects.
However, these compounds could induce disturbances
which should achieve higher relevance and biological
responses being detectable as adverse effects after a long
time period of exposure. In this sense, further data on
chronic toxicity analysis should contribute to the assess-
ment of their potential impact in the environment. Exten-
sive knowledge concerning adverse effects at the genetic
level, related to biological signalling cascade effects, or
effects on the ecosystem is still needed.

Regarding acute toxicity, most studies have been carried out
with aquatic organisms, determining the effective concentrationL
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(EC50) through standardized methods. Different in vivo (algae,
crustaceans and bacteria) and in vitro tests (cytotoxicity,
enzyme-based assays) have been applied to evaluate acute
toxicity, in particular for compounds of the fibrate class [23,
34, 35, 77, 78]. Clofibrate and clofibric acid have been studied
more than their homologues. However, in spite of that,
clofibric acid is a compound frequently detected in the
environment; till now, the ecotoxicity studies developed for
this and other lipid-regulating agents has been limited. Table 4
shows acute toxicity data for lipid regulator agents. For
clofibric acid, the crustacean Daphnia magna was the most
sensitive species (EC50=100 μg/L) in comparison with algae
and fish [3]. No acute toxic effects were observed for the
species P. pugio, F. heteroclitus, D. tertiolecta and Gambusia
holbrooki at the concentrations tested (<1,000 μg/L) [31, 77].
With the bacteria Photobacterium phosphoreum, the NOEC
was determined as 5–40 μg/L. Regarding to the ecotoxicity of
clofibrate, the EC50 for Daphnia magna is 28 mg/L; therefore,
its metabolite, clofibric acid, is more toxic for this aquatic
organism. With these EC50 values and according to the
Directive 93/67/EEC (which establishes the following toxicity
categories: very toxic to aquatic organisms (0.1–1 mg/L),
toxic (1–10 mg/L), harmful (EC50 >100 mg/L), and non-
toxic), the fibrate class has only two compounds that would be
classified as toxic (clofibrate and clofibric acid), whereas the
rest of compounds have no acute toxic effects on the tested
organisms. It should be noted that different EC50 values have
been reported for clofibric acid on the crustacean Daphnia
magna. According to Ferrari et al. and Han et al. [35, 79] this
species is relatively insensitive to clofibric acid; in another
publication [77], clofibric acid could be classified as “very
toxic”. Clofibrate causes very toxic effects in the cytotoxicity
test performed with fish cells and with this classification it
would also be toxic towards Gambusia holbrooki.

To our knowledge, chronic toxicity studies on aquatic
organisms have mainly been performed for clofibrate and
clofibric acid. The available data is related with experi-
ments carried out with crustaceans and fish. With these
organisms, the results obtained also indicate the toxicity of
both compounds. The most sensitive species is Brachyonius
calyciflora (NOEC=246 μg/L) and C. dubia (NOEC=
640 μg/L) for clofibric acid and Daphnia magna through
the test of reproduction with a NOEC of 0.01 mg/L for
clofibrate [79].

The development of experiments with chronic toxicity tests
can be unachievable in most cases due to the characteristics of
this kind of test limiting the knowledge of their potential
effects. Supplementary information can be achieved through
predictive models. For instance, TGD provides recommenda-
tions for the use of QSARs to predict long-term toxicity to fish
(NOEC, 28 days) and to Daphnia (NOEC, 21 days). In
particular QSARs are recommended for chemicals acting by
nonpolar narcosis and polar narcosis mechanisms of action

[71]. Using PBT Profiler approach [56], the ChV values
calculated for lipid regulators exceed the EU and EPA
criteria and would show toxicity with NOEC at the ppb level
for some of them. The lowest NOEC values were estimated
for fluvastatin (1.4 μg/L), fenofibrate (48 μg/L), simvastatin
(56 μg/L) and atorvastatin (86 μg/L). The cut-off value for
toxic substances (<1 mg/L) was also exceeded for the rest of
compounds with the exception of bezafibrate (NOEC of
3.8 mg/L) and the metabolites, clofibric acid (38 mg/L) and
fenofibric acid (5.5 mg/L). Thus, with the estimated ChV
values and under EPA criteria, clofibric acid would a
substance of low concern. However, the available informa-
tion obtained with experimental data indicates that clofibric
acid could be classified as a toxic substance given the NOEC
values at the ppb level (see Table 4).

On the other hand, the type of activity and mode of
action of these pharmaceuticals, which are designed for the
treatment of diseases in humans, could serve as important
basis and source of information for deriving risks in the
environment, since the pharmacodynamic activity (on
receptors, tissues and organs) and pharmacokinetic proper-
ties of pharmaceuticals are well known. In this sense, this
information can help in the selection of the appropriate test
organisms to assess chronic toxicity. Thus, from the
mammalian toxicology database of the pharmaceuticals,
the ratio of acute to chronic toxicity, target organs,
genotoxicity, reproduction or immunotoxicity could be
useful for deriving environmental risk. For example,
vertebrates (fish) have many physiological functions in
common with mammals and it is possible to observe similar
endpoints in both organisms [80]. Other relevant data are
obtained from pharmacokinetics studies (i.e. the process of
absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion
(ADME)) which provides information about the formation
of metabolites, which can be relevant at an environmental
level (i.e clofibric acid) as well as the comparison about the
effective levels of a pharmaceutical in plasma (mammals)
and environmental concentration levels. This could be a
reference of the exposure which would be necessary for
evaluating in eco-chronic toxicity tests.

The information regarding similar or identical physio-
logical targets in organisms and a more broadened
biological/phylogenetic understanding, should also contrib-
ute to the ERA of pharmaceuticals [81]. It should be noted
that pharmacological and pharmacokinetic information
from mammalian investigations could support ecotoxicity
evaluations in vertebrates (fish); however, for invertebrates,
approaches tailored in the pharmacological function and
activity may be assumed by taking into consideration
several aspects such as those related to the presence of
enzymes, receptors, etc. for detecting the pharmacological
activity or toxicological effects (secondary effects) in the
test organisms. Thus, for the generation of effects in
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organisms, these must possess the structure or function
which is targeted in the therapeutic indication. In particular,
some of compounds of the statin class have a mechanism of
action by inhibiting the target enzyme hydroxymethyl-
glutaryl-CoA reductase (HMG-CoA reductase) in a rela-
tively non-specific way related to its localization in
different tissues which could be responsible for no target
effects. This is the case with cerivastatin which was
withdrawn from the market because of its relation with
rhabdomyolysis. On the other hand, other compounds of
the statin class which act through an specific mechanism
reducing the possibilities of adverse effects, could not show
a direct correlation with damage in ecological species, but
the hazard of these pharmaceuticals could be assessed by
taking into consideration the implications of the adverse
effects. Secondary effects of statins in humans have been
described related to cholesterol biosynthesis, effects on
gene expression and effects on immunologic parameters,
which may not be relevant for the characterization of
environmental hazards. With the available information
regarding toxicity in mammals, there is no evidence
concerning carcinogenic, mutagenic and toxic to reproduc-
tion (CMR) or endocrine effects and the statin class should
therefore not be identified as a substance with potential
chronic toxicity according to the EU criteria [82]. Toxicity
studies performed for fluvastatin, simvastatin, atorvastatin,
lovastatin and pravastatin have shown that in vitro
(bacterial and mammal cells) and in vitro (rodents), they
are not genotoxic [83]. In fertility studies with rats, no
adverse effects of atorvastatin were observed on fertility
and reproduction [82].

The fibrate class is known to enhance β-oxidation of lipids,
increasing the amount of reactive oxidative species (ROS) in
cells. This process could be responsible for the acute
cytoxicity effects which are more active in the case of
fenofibrate and clofibrate [28]. Studies performed with
primary cultures of rainbow trout hepatocytes (PRTHs) and
PLHC-1 fish cell line have shown the higher toxic effect of
fenofibrate and clofibrate to PLHC-1 with respect to PRTH.
The lipid-regulating agents act by enhancing or reducing the
nuclear peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPAR-
α, -β or -γ) which play a key role in the catabolism and
storage of fatty acids and therefore in the regulation of blood
lipids. This mechanism of action has also been observed in
aquatic organisms. Compounds such as clofibrate, bezafi-
brate and fenofibrate affect the PPARs in amphibians at the
micromolar level and fish [84]. PPAR-γ has an important
role in cellular differentiation, and inhibition of its activity
could have consequences for the embryonal development of
sensitive species. On the other hand, cellular processes
related to transcriptional control of cell cycling, apotosis and
carcinogenesis are mediated by PPARs and the lipid-
regulating agents could act at these levels [85, 86]. For the

fibrate class, there is no consistent evidence in humans for
the carcinogenicity of clofibrate; however, in studies per-
formed with mammals, their link with carcinogenesis and
mutagenesis has been described. The fibrate compounds
such clofibrate, gemfibrozil and atrovastatin cause cancer in
rodents at the equivalent doses used by man [87]. The effects
of the main metabolite of clofibrate, etofibrate and etofyllin-
clofibrate detected in the environment, clofibric acid, could
hold endocrine disruption activity through interference with
steroid genesis and cholesterol synthesis [88]. The induction
of endocrine responses related to the bioconcentration and
reduction of testosterone has been observed in fish after
14 days of exposure to gemfibrozil at environmental
concentration levels [89]. Other effects could also be related
to other enzymological markers of peroxisome proliferation
such as acyl-CoA oxidase [88]. Regarding reproduction
studies in both dogs and monkeys using clofibrate, doses
approximately 4–6 times the usual human dos, have
demonstrated arrest of spermatogenesis. However, the data
obtained in experiments with mammals is limited and the
extrapolation from rodents to human as well as the
relationship with their potential CMR (carcinogenic, muta-
genic or toxic to reproduction) or endocrine-disrupting
activities cannot be considered as consistent [82].

Environmental risk assessment

ERA schemes in accordance with regulatory guidelines are
generally based on a tiered procedure. In the European
Union, legislation has introduced the requirement of ERA
studies for veterinary products and today the draft Note for
Guidance (CPMP/SWP/4447/00 draft) by the EMEA and
the TGD [71, 90] are proposed as a framework for human
pharmaceuticals. In the USA, the general concepts of the
FDA’s “Guidance for industry: environment assessment of
human drug and biologics applications” [91] are established
in a similar context-based framework. In these approaches,
the risk of a compound is characterized by comparing the
predicted environmental concentration (PEC) with the
predicted no effect concentration (PNEC).

The ERA guidelines by EMEA and FDA have included
noticeable improvements; nevertheless, some aspects have to
be questioned in order to develop a more effective and reliable
system of risk assessment [92]. These are related to the
overestimation of the PEC and with some deficiencies in the
toxicity screening (chronic and mechanism-specific toxicity
screening) [93]. Exposure assessment is estimated in the
context of a precautionary principle, and the PEC is first
calculated as the worst-case scenario and is then refined in a
second step taking into account environmental factors or
local conditions, providing a more realistic environmental
concentration. However, several reports have indicated the
need to develop monitoring studies which offer information
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about the occurrence of pharmaceuticals in the environment
and to allow the corroboration of the PEC values with the
measured environmental concentrations (MECs). The MEC
values compiled in the “Occurrence” section of this article,
show a high variability in the concentration levels reported in
publications for each scenario. The lipid regulator agents
occur in average concentrations of medium–high ng/L in
wastewater, which are high compared to the PECs reported
in some publications for influents (180 ng/L) and effluents
(170 ng/L) [49]. In surface water, the PEC is close to mean
MEC values reported at low ng/L levels. The differences
between PEC and mean MEC in wastewater could be
associated to several factors, but removal efficiency of
sewage treatment plants, seasonal variations or consumption
by country could be the main causes. On the other hand,
taking into account the cut-off values of both EU and ERA
approaches, for exposure assessment, PEC in surface water
should exceed the action limit of 0.01 μg/L by EMEA as
well as the expected introduction concentration (EIC) by
FDA established as 1 μg/L. Therefore, following both EU
and ERA procedures, environmental fate and effect analysis
should be performed.

In phase II of the ERA schemes, the initial prediction of
risk is based on data provided through a set of short-term
ecotoxicological studies using three to four different species
(Daphnia sp., algae and fish according to EMEA, 2001)
[90], as well as in the environmental behaviour of the target
compounds. However, for certain groups of pharmaceuti-
cals, such as antibiotics, a different approach may be
necessary that considers other species (i.e. blue-green algae
rather than green algae for anti-microbials), endpoints, or
exposure time of the test. On the other hand, the trigger
concentration approach (PEC) for phase II may be under-
protective or over-protective depending on the ecotoxicity
of the pharmaceuticals. The screening studies for initial risk
assessment of lipid regulators have shown different results,
since the PEC values applied for determining the risk
quotient, RQ (PEC/PNEC), have been estimated for
different scenarios. For example, Tauxe et. al. determined
a PEC/PNEC ratio of 0.1 for clofibric acid in effluent
wastewater [49] with mean PEC in effluent of 170 ng/L,
whereas other authors have reported RQs close to 1, for a
mean PEC value of 3.85 μg/L [79], indicating that this
metabolite does not constitute a cause of risk for aquatic
ecosystem with the EMEA approach. For gemfibrocil,
environmental risk should be expected considering mean
MEC values reported in articles and with respect to its acute
effects [94]. According to a study performed by Sanderson
et al. [95] using the QSAR approach, with probabilistic
hazard assessment, acute risk is not expected for more than
99.9% of a total of 67 pharmaceuticals and metabolites.
However, they pointed out that all of them fulfilled the EU
criteria of 0.01 μg/L and compounds such as bezafibrate

and gemfibrozil also show potential bioaccumulation
(logKow >3). As result, the authors of this study indicated
that for bezafibrate and gemfibrozil, the implementation of
the second-tier assessment of the ERA schemes should be
developed [92]. In other study, this class was classified as
the most hazardous among the therapeutic groups evaluated
through a comprehensive QSAR screening [96].

Pharmaceuticals may yield chronic effects at low
concentrations which may follow different toxicodynamic
mechanisms than extrapolated from short-term studies and
do not need to be correlated to the potential for an acute
effect on the environment. The scarce or, in most cases,
lack of chronic ecotoxicity data, hinders an adequate
assessment of the risks of pharmaceuticals. For lipid-
regulating agents, scarce ERA studies for long-term effects
have been carried out through the application of standard-
ized methods using algae, rotifers, crustaceans and fish [35,
79]. Moreover, the available data is mainly related to
clofibric acid and clofibrate under European regulatory
procedure. For instance, Schowanek and Webb [97]
estimated the PNEC for clofibrate as NOEC/AF 10/
50=0.2 μg/L, using published data of chronic toxicity for
algae and crustaceans [98]. With an estimated PEC of
0.06 μg/L, the PEC/PNEC ratio was 0.3, indicating that
clofibrate would not be a cause of risk. Ferrari et al.
reported a PNEC value of 4.2 for clofibric, assuming a log-
normal distribution of chronic NOEC values. The PNEC
was calculated by using the HC5 values with a default
safety factor of 5, as suggested in the TGD, 1996 [99],
which mean that 95% of the species in the environment are
protected. In this study, the PEC/PNEC ratio was close to 1
(0.92) and the risk could be conditioned to a higher value of
PEC in the target scenario [79]. Different results were
obtained in another ERA study, using a PEC value of
1,75 μg/L and chronic toxicity data with C. Dubia
(NOEC=640 μg/L), where the hazard quotient was of 175
and clofibric acid was ranked as a compound of high risk
[100]. For the rest of compounds of this therapeutical
group, to our knowledge, there are no ERA studies
published based on long-term effects. There is a need of
further ERA information, but also for further considerations
regarding the application of ERA studies under the
framework of the regulatory schemes which provide a
more reliable assessment. For instance, there are many
more chronic sublethal endpoints than the recommended
number in regulatory guidelines that could have significant
effects in the ecosystem.

Conclusions

This article has attempted to provide an updated review of
analytical methods developed for the determination of lipid
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regulators in environmental samples, focussing on the
major drawbacks for quantitative trace determination.
Matrix effects can have a profound influence on sensitivity
and assay reproducibility. Operational approaches to reduce
matrix effects, including the optimization of chromato-
graphic conditions, improvements in sample extraction and
effective clean-up steps, have been presented. To compen-
sate matrix effects in the quantitative analysis, the use of
appropriate internal standards, standard addition, matrix-
matched samples for external calibration, and dilution of
SPE extracts have been frequently proposed in several
publications.

In the last few years, a major issue is also the
assessment of the hazard or risk of lipid regulators in the
environment. However, there is still a general lack of data
concerning their analysis or evaluation, particularly their
ecotoxicity due to long-term effects towards representative
organisms of the ecosystem; in spite of this, the
pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic activities of phar-
maceuticals are well known. To identify PBT substances,
new challenges for harmonising criteria among different
regulatory organisations have been proposed. These
consider test representative species, test methods, end-
points, the agreement in the assessment procedure of test
results and its weight of evidence for providing more a
reliable system of PBT and risk assessment. With the
predictive model, PBT Profiler, most of the target lipid
regulators exceeded the EPA criteria of ≥2 months (and
≤6 months) in soils and sediments. Using EU criteria,
atorvastatin, bezafibrate, fenofibrate, clofibric acid and
fenofibric acid are expected to be persistent, since they
exceed the cut-off value of DT50 water >60 days. The
logKow values exceeded the EU and EPA criteria (logKow

values >3 and >4, respectively), indicating that most of
them show high lipo-affinity and therefore the process of
transference into cells and bioaccumulation would be
favoured. To date, limited toxicological studies have
evaluated risks posed by chronic exposure to trace
concentrations of drugs.
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